Based on the CAP/ASH Guideline

**Patient History**
Make sure your doctor has your complete medical history.

**Blood Tests**
These determine whether bone marrow aspiration or biopsy is necessary.

**Bone Marrow Testing**
If you or your doctor thinks you may be referred to another center for treatment, wait to have the bone marrow testing at that center to avoid duplicate testing, if possible.

**Diagnostic Categorization**
Test results will determine your specific type of leukemia.

- **ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC**
- **ACUTE MYELOID**
- **MIXED PHENOTYPE**

**Molecular Tests**
Using the CAP/ASH guideline, your pathologist and hemo-oncologist will determine which tests to perform.

**Treatment**
Now your care team can personalize a treatment plan that is right for you.

Learn more at http://capathology.acute-leukemia
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